I. INTRODUCTION
Multi le Model Adaptive Estimation with Filter Spawning 151, [8] , [ 9! is applied to the detection and estimation of partial actuator failures on the Variable-Stability In-flight Simulator Test Aircraft (VISTA) F-16 to address the need for faulttolerant and survivable flight control systems in aircraft. In particular, flight control systems should be able to detect and estimate actuator and sensor failures, and reconfigure the control law of the aircraft to obtain the least degradation in performance as possible. The success of such an algorithm may e!iminate the need for layers of redundant sensors and actuators, improve performance during sensor failures, and reduce the hazards associated with actuator failures.
Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAE) [lo] has been chosen based on its detection, estimation, and control performance for complete actuator and sensor failures [7] , (191, 201. In considering partial actuator failures, "filter spawning" h as been chosen to include additional filters in the MMAE bank based on partial actuator failure hypotheses.
MMAE DEVELOPMENT
An MMAE is composed of a bank of K Kalman filters, each based on a different model of the system. For this research, each model incorperates a different realization of the uncertain parameter vector a, denoting the type and extent of failure. The dynamics model for the kth filter is assumed to be a linear time-invariant, discrete-time system of the form
X k ( t i + i ) = * k X k ( t i ) + B d k U ( t i ) + G d k W d k ( t i ) (1)

Z ( t i )
= H k X k ( t i ) f V k ( t i ) (2) where x is the vector of system states, U the control input vector, z the measurement vector, and where dynamics driving noise, W d ( t , ) , and measurement corruption noise, v ( t i ) , are discrete-time, white Gaussian noises with the statistics:
E [ W d k ( t i ) ] = 0 E [ W d h ( t i ) W z k ( h ) ] = Qdk E V k ( t i ) V z ( t i ) ] = R k (3) E 1 W d k ( t i ) V z ( t i ) ] = O E [ V k ( t i ) ] = 0
Each of the K filters is propagated and updated using Equations (6) through (12) presented later. The Bayesian method is used to form the state and parameter estimates from the MMAE shown in Figure 1 , expressed as 
k = l where a k ( t i ) corresponds to each elemental filter's hypothesis and 2(ti) is the measurement history through time t i . 111 . TRUTH AND DESEX MODEL This research is based on the Variable-Stability In-flight Simulator Test Aircraft (VISTA) F-16. The measurements used on-board are angle-of-attack; pitch, roll, and yaw rates; and normal and lateral acceleration (measured at the pilot's station). The control surfaces are the leading edge flaps, flap erons, stabilators, and a rudder. The flaperons span much of the trailing edge of the wings and may be commanded symmetrically as flaps to produce a pitching moment and asymmetrically as ailerons to produce a rolling moment. The stabilators compose the horizontal tail and may be commanded in the same manner as the tlaperons. The redundant nature of the control surfaces makes this aircraft appealing for failure detection because an alternate input command can be found to produce an equivalent output response if a surface has failed [19] , [20] .
The truth model is the VISTA simulation which runs as part of the Simulation Rapid prototyping Facility (SRF) and incorporates General Dynamics' VISTA F-16 simulation software with variable stability flight control system software provided by Calpsan. The SRF VISTA F-16 simulation provides a full six-degree-of-freedom truth model incorporating the aircraft's nonlinear equations of motion, advanced actuator modeling, the complete Block 40 controller, and the aileron-to-rudder interconnect used to provide coordinated turns. Also, the truth model includes a zero-order Dryden wind model One method used the fully functional aircraft filter' and the completely failed actuator filter to obtain an estimate of the effectiveness value (2). While this method is easy to implement, the discretization was too crude to produce good blending; that is, the probability tended to flow to one filter rather than to both filL,,:3 in proportion to their "correctness".
To resolve the discretization problem when estimating the extent of an actuator failure, filter spawning incorporates additional filters (based on various levels of effectiveness) into the MMAE bank. In the "filter spawning technique", a failure is detected using a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) approach to be described. Then, the filter spawning technique estimates the effectiveness using the Bayesian blending approach as described in Equation (5). Additional filters based on the actuator failure detected but with different effectiveness values, called spawned filters, are included into the MMAE bank to provide for finer parameter discretization among hypothesized filters, increasing the number of discretization points used in blending. Filters are spawned only in the channel corresponding to the detected actuator failure, so as not to require an overwhelming number of elemental filters to be running in parallel at any one time.
The flow chart for the MMAE with Filter Spawning algorithm used in this research is shown in Figure 2 . The algorithm uses a heirarchical structure [6] where there are different sets of hypotheses, or banks, used for the filters within the MMAE. Using only one bank at a time, MMAE can cover a large number of hypotheses by changing banks while maintaining a small number of filters.
In the "Initialize" block, the models and "banks" used by the MMAE algorithm must be placed into memory and the initial conditions are defined. The algorithm uses one bank consisting of 12 filters as well as five additional banks consisting of 15 filters each, as described in Table I . Each bank contains the fully functional filter, the complete actuator failure filters, and the complete sensor failure filters. In addition, 'For convenience, t h e filter's hypothesis is used as a dcacriptor for t h e filter. i.e.. the "fully functional aircraft filter" is t h e filter hypothesizing a fully functional aircraft.
Fig. 2. M M A E with Filter Spawning Flow Chart
Banks #2 through #6 contain three' spawned filters, each at a different effectiveness level. Notice the set of spawned filters for each of the five spawning banks is based on a different actuator failure. Each spawned filter is based on an effectiveness level where io is the actuator index and 2, is the effectiveness level index. Since the first 12 filters are the same in Banks #2 through #6, changing banks is actually the method used to decide which spawned filters, if any, will be used. The algorithm as implemented for this research only uses Banks #2 through #6 using all 15 filters all the time. Bank #1 could be used to exclude the spawned filters when not needed, however an alternate approach is described later. The state vector estimate is initialized with trim condition values. The MMAE arbitrarily starts in Bank #2, assuming a fully functional aircraft, where each failure filter s conditional probability will be equal to the probability lower bound 0.001 and the fully functional filter's conditional probability is assigned such that the sum of the probabilities equals one (0.986).
The "Conventional MMAE Computation" group in Figure 2 propagates each elemental filter through nk(t;+,) (11) and updates each elemental filter through
where the subscript k was dropped from matrices independent from ak and the system matrices *, B d k , and H k are depen-'Three spawned filters were chosen 11s a first-cut discretization. More filters results in finer discretization which provides a better estimate, hut, t h e computational load is increased. 
TAULE I MMAE
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Yaw R a t a ( Y R ) Lateral Acceleration ( L A ) dent on the current bank. The conditional probabilities can be computed [ll] as ( The "Failure Detection, Estimation, and Control" group in Figure 2 applies MMAE to failure detection (using the conditional probabilities from models based on hypothesized failures). Before detection can occur, the probabilities must be redefined to assure a proper comparison. The conditional probability of failure of the actuator on which the spawned filters are based is dispersed among the complete actuator failure filter and the spawned filters modeling partial failures of that actuator. As a remedy, the conditional probability of the iih actuator filter is redefined:
where, from Table I , i, is the filter index for the complete actuator failure and 13 through 15 are the filter indices for the spawned filters. Thus, the sum of the conditional probabilities for the filters based on the i s actuator for any effectiveness will be compared to the remaining filter's conditional probabilities.
A failure is detected if the highest conditional probability exceeds some threshold, expressed as where p i ( t i ) denotes the conditionalpbability pi, ( t i ) as defined in Equation (17) for k = i, an for k # i, the conditional probabilities as defined in Equation (13) . The threshold, Pthreahold, for this research is 0.9; a lower threshold would detect failures faster but also increase false alarms 31, evel, t en no failure is assumed to have occurred and the failure declaration emains at the previous declaration, i.e., & g k~ ( t i -1 ) . If a conditional probability does exceed this level, the failure is detected using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach expressed as to an actuator failure occurring. The extent of the failure is estimated in terms of effectiveness after a failure is detected. Because only complete sensor failures are considered in this research, the effectiveness estimate is 0 = 0 for detected sensor failures. On the other hand, because complete and partial actuator failures are considered, actuator failures are estimated using the Bayesian blending approach shown in Figure 2 as the block "Determine Effectiveness", expressed as
Pj(ti) +pl3(ti) +pl4(ti) +PlS(ti) f p l ( t i )
where, given that the failure index is j, as defined in Equation (19), the hypothesized effectiveness values are E~O = 0 for the complete actuator failure filter's hypothesized effectiveness value; c j~, ~j 2 , and c j 3 for the spawned filters' hypothesized effectiveness values; and ~f f = 1 for the fully functional filter's hypothesized effectiveness.
Control Redistribution (CR) has been demonstrated to be an effective control scheme for the VISTA F-16 in the case of a single, complete actuator failure by redistributing control away from the failed actuator to the unfailed actuators [19j, (201. For partial failures, while it is recommended later to Te-$ne the effectiveness estimate using the empirically observed relationship between the estimate of the effectiveness and the true effectiveness rather than use 2 directly, the focus of this research is the detection and estimation, not control, of failures.
Because the banks only differ in the spawned filters, the "Bank Swapping" group in Figure 2 simply chooses which spawned filters are used. The index corresponding to the actuator filter with highest probability at time ti is used to decide which bank will be used at the next time step, &+I, expressed as
where the maximum is taken only over the indices corresponding to the actuators. Now, the spawned filters in the MMAE bank used at the next time step, Bank b(t,+l), will correspond to the actuator with the highest probability at the current time step. The spawned filters are always used in this implementation; however, as an alternative, the spawned filters couId be used only if the Iargest p i (ti) corresponds to an actuator failure. The spawned filters should not be used (i.e., use Bank #1) if the largest p; ( t i ) is for a fully functional aircraft or sensor failure. Table I that all banks share the same first 12 filters, but the spawned filters differ from bank to bank. Simply assigning the conditional probabilities of the old bank to the new bank is not valid. The spawned filters' conditional probabilities must be "collapsed" into the complete failure actuator filter on which the spawned filters are based. A rigorous "collapse" would be to recompute the conditional probabilities 
Notice in
A . Parameter Estimate Versus Time Plot
The "parameter estimate versus time plot" is a plot of the parameter estimate for each time sample, where the effectiveness estimate3, : , is found using Equation (20) using the conditional probabilities for each filter at each time ti and the effectiveness values of the spawned filters for the discretization set used. The left stabilator using Set #4 spawned filters is shown in Figure 4 , where the subplots vary the true effectiveness from 0% to 100% in steps of 10%. Ten Monte Carlo runs were performed for each simulation, and the mean is plotted as solid line, and (mean f la) bounds are plotted as dash-dot lines.
Plotting the parameter estimate versus time shows clearly the convergence rate of the parameter estimate. The mean and &lo bounds give an indication of the time to converge to a solution. Notice the estimate converges by t, x 4 seconds. Recalling the failure is introduced at 1 second, the estimate converges by 3 seconds after the failure. While the plots do not indicate it, a correct indication of which actuator has failed is found by t , x 2 sec. Thus, after a failure is detected (one second after the failure), the algorithm must wait about two seconds (three seconds after the failure) before an accurate estimate of actuator effectiveness (or its complement, degree of failure) is obtained.
B. Parameter Estimate Versus True Parameter Plots
To demonstrate a more complete analysis, a plot of the parameter estimate versus time could be shown for the true parameter values etrue = 0, l, 2:. . . ,100. Rather than do so and overwhelm the reader (or designer) with hundreds of plots, the information is compacted instead into a digestible and useful form. The parameter estimates' mean and standard deviations are averaged over time for each true parameter value from the time when the estimate has essentially converged over the remainder of the simulation, i.e., from 4 seconds to 8 seconds. plot rather than comparing humdreds of "probability plots" or "parameter estimate versus time plots". A blending and uncertainty trade-off can be seen by noticing that in Figure 5 (b) the mean is blended well, but in Figure 5 d the mean flattens at each discretization level (except at 80kI. In Figure 5 , no discretization set performs well for a true effectiveness greater than 70%. Thus, an effectiveness greater than 70% appears as a fully functional aircraft to the algorithm, or an actuator failure goes unnoticed until the effectiveness is less than 70%. Improving performance for a true effectiveness reater than 70% was attempted by using discretization sets 40!%,60%, 90% and 70%, 80%, 90%. While still unsuccessful, the robust flight control system aboard the aircraft should accommodate this minor degradation in actuator effectiveness. Through the aid of the ahat = atrue line in Figure 5 for all discretization sets (a-d), the effectiveness estimate is seen to be larger than the true effectiveness (except the fully functional and complete failure cases).
The parameter estimate versus true parameter plots allow a convenient comparison among the discretization sets. To decide which discretization set is L'best'', consider that, for this research, a parameter estimate is sought for use in Control Redistribution to maintain stability and control of the VISTA F-16 under partial and complete actuator failures. Further, if an actuator's effectiveness is small, even if a good estimate of effectiveness could be obtained, the designer may choose not to send control authority to that actuator. With this in mind, discretization sets #3 and #4 are favored over sets #1 and #2 because they exhibit smaller f l a bounds for most of the atrue region. Set #4 is chosen over #3 because it drops off sharply in the true effectiveness interval of 10% -20%. Figure 6 plots the estimated versus true parameters for the right flaperon and rudder failures using the spawned filters in Set #4 (40%, SO%, 80%). Only one side of the flaperons and stabilators is shown because the flaperons and stabilators produce similar results regardless of the side. Notice that the rudder behaves "opposite" the other actuators (physically, the rudder is "different" from the other surfaces).
C. Refined Parameter Estimate Plots
The estimate is refined before it is sent to the Control Redistribution (CR) algorithm, based on the empirical relationship of the estimated versus true parameter. Figure 7 demonstrates this process for a left stabilator failure using spawned filters at 40%, SO%, and 80%. Subplot (a) repeats the I versus atrue plot in Figure 5(d) . Subplot (b) Figure 7(c) shows the refined parameter estimate versus the true parameter. This subplot was formed using the refined parameter estimate given by the MMAE with Filter Spawning algorithm (incorporating the mapping given in Figure 7 (b)) at a time two seconds after the failure was declared based on the convergence trends seen in the parameter estimate versus time plot in Figure 4 . A single time point was chosen because it is desirable to form a redistributed control vector as 'soon as possible rather than wait on-line to time-average the refined estimate. The deviation between Gut and atrue in the range between 40% and 96% is due to the stochastic nature of the problem and the fact that is based on an empirical timeaveraged estimate starting two seconds after detection. Thuf, when I ( t i ) does not match the time-averaged estimate, a, some error will exist in the +ut estimate.
Because choosing a single point upon which to base the subplot Figure 
D. Summary
The following procedure is accomplished to design the refined parameter estimate, but, to be used for Control Redistribution (CR) for flight control in the face of partial or complete actuator failures and full sensor failures, based on failure detection and estimation based on MMAE with Filter Spawning: (1) Choose a discretization set or sets for the spawned filters. obtain an accurate estimate of complete and partial actuator failures, as applied to the VISTA F-16. This research has concentrated on MMAE with Filter Spawning's ability to detect and estimate complete and partial actuator failures (as well as complete sensor failures). To complete the a p plication of MMAE with Filter Spawning, control should be applied using the refined estimate of the failure's effectiveness. pact manner the a 5, ility of MMAE with Filter Spawning to
Stepaniak 191, (20 showed that, given the correct failure decof an aircraft with failed actuators to nearly that of a fully functional aircraft.
Useful design tools were developed, allowing the designer to notice trends quickly, improve the parameter estimate, and give insight to how the estimate should be used in control redistribution. The designer has many options available for adjustment to enhance the refined estimate, such as the probability threshold for declaring a failure, the blending probability lower bound, using a bank without spawned filters when the spawned filters are not needed, alternatives to spawning filters (such as waiting until the conditional probability for an actuator failure hypothesis exceeds some threshold before spawning filters based upon that actuator), the mappings used to refine the estimate, and the time at which the refined estimate is given to a control scheme. Moreover, additional filters could be considered to determine to what eztent performance is improved (to decide if the performance gained merits the additional computational loading accrued), and each actuator need not spawn filters with equally discretiaed effectiveness hypotheses.
